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The Ghostly Bride
Welcome to Alternative Armies free file for 55030 The Ghostly Bride a
miniature for use in Flintloque and Slaughterloo. If you are interested in this
miniature for your collection go to our website at www.alternative-armies.com
and use the search box with the code given. In this free resource you will game
statistics for Flintloque and also for Slaughterloo. Also a short section on where
in your forces this code could be placed plus a scenario seed.
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"She was a young flower plucked from the coarse bracken to be his bride. In
gown of silk and purest white she waited for him. Blood red roses in her hands;
her fingers without a ring awaiting him. A bride for a life of promise, joy and
a future of a child so soon. But he never came. The day passed and the sun
dipped low and then below the veil of the sky. Cold came and then darkness
while she stood waiting. The roses wilted and her skin became like ice. No
one came for the shame on her was all to well known. As the sun rose the once
maiden had left dishonour and life behind and the cold no longer bit at and
within her. Those who came upon her now ran in terror and the dress of death
would never leave her. She had become of another realm. A creature; a ghostly
bride."
No one knows here real name or where she came from only what she is
now. Out of the dark forests her shoes worn to nothing and sobbing
endlessly she entered Moskova and through its silent streets ran with a
bouquet of flowers in her hand. Into the palace and somehow through
the ranks of guards as if her path had been chosen she came to the
throne room. None have ever seen the face of the robed figure who sits
atop the throne; the Star Wraith Aleksander. The Dark Czar spoke a
word and her soul already fractured and broken she was instantly his.
Given a new unlife the Ghostly Bride still wears her gown and she is
subject to the will of the Dark Czar himself. Flitting among the
regiments of the army and the Liches of the K.G.B she makes the
mortals who see her despair and even Vampyres try to avoid being near
this damned creature. The soldiers of the Grande Armee think of their
homes, hearths and women…of white weddings. She will ensure none
of them return to Armorica.

Rules for Flintloque: When playing Flintloque treat this character as
follows even though she fits no normal categories. She is treated as a
Wraith, Veteran, Light Infantry, Elite with no weapons. She may only
be part of an Undead Section and may not command it. She is not
subject to any command radius restrictions and no morale tests and may
not become Shaken. She may melee attack as normal and be attacked as
normal but she has two special abilities. All mortal characters (enemy
and friendly alike) within 40cm of her have their Steady rating reduced
by -1 at all times. She may select two enemy targets per turn and make
a screaming terror ranged attack on each which is treated as a Standard
Musket for range and chance to hit; strength is always 4. There may
only ever be one of her in play. The Ghostly Bride has a cost of 67 points.

Rules for Slaughterloo: If you choose to make use of this miniature
in your games of Slaughterloo you can do so in this manner with these
optional rules. The Ghostly Bride may be part of any Undead Division
to a maximum of one per division. Place her with a nominated infantry
unit up to 15cm from any of its edges. She moves with the unit and if
it routs then she vanishes. She may be anywhere within 15cm of the unit
and may not be targeted for ranged fire by the enemy. As her unit nears
the enemy she may make base to base contact with an enemy unit as long
as it is 15cm away or nearer. Once in contact the enemy unit loses its
FREE ACTION for that turn or the next turn if it has already activated.
The troops are terrified of the screaming apparition. This effect remains
in place until the owning unit is destroyed, the target unit routs or the
owning player of the Ghostly Bride moves her to another target. Each
turn when the free action is lost roll 1D6 and on a 6 a lucky shot has
destroyed the bride and the figure is removed along with its effect. Each
Ghostly Bride has a cost of 45 Points.
Adding to your Valon collection: This code is ideal for adding to your
Witchlands Army or the Undead forces which expand from the 5024
Escape the Dark Czar set as she is ideal for skirmishing. Another
interesting idea is to paint her in greys and with several of the model turn
them into statures from a haunted grave yard.
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Flintloque Scenario Seed: There are no official scenarios using this
character at present. There is one developing for the 2018 Orcs in the
Webbe advent calendar titled ‘Carted off Screaming’ which is a tribute to
Fenella Fielding in which she will play a role. A neat small scenario is to
have your Section facing a solitary Ghostly Bride in a short encounter
type game of Flintloque. Have her flitting between trees and testing
your six to eight characters to see if they can bring her down. Lastly if
you have a copy of 5005 Lady Wintermore’s Fangs team her up with
Madame Boniface to field the ‘Twisted Sisters’ a deadly combination to
stalk the Ferach as they retreat from Moskova.

